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Abstract: Shellcalc© was originally developed by John Harradine and published by him and the author of this paper
in the Journal of Pyrotechnics. Shellcalc© has been significantly developed since its original publication and now
provides a wide range of simulations. The program has been used to model potential hazards from firework comets and
shells in a variety of very high profile events around the world by the author and others, in order to place constraints
on types that may be used under a variety of conditions. The development of the program is discussed and examples of
its use are illustrated.
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Introduction
In the 10 years since Shellcalc© was originally developed
by John Harradine, and the eight years since the original
publication1 appeared in the Journal of Pyrotechnics,
there have been many developments both in the program
itself, and in its application.
The number of input parameters has been extended and
includes:
▪ Measured shell burst height and diameter
▪ The ability to fire from above (e.g. on a structure)
or below (e.g. in a river valley) ground level
▪ The ability to fire at a greater range or angles
including below horizontal (for firing comets off
structures)
The program now displays a variety of information
including
▪ “Blind” shell distance
▪ Shell burst diameter
▪ “Normal” fallout distances for expected debris
▪ “Long burn” fallout distances for long burning
effects
The Shellcalc© program has been used by the author to
develop risk models for a variety of high profile events
including Hong Kong New Year’s Eve, the Plymouth
Firework Competition, London New Year’s Eve and the
London Olympics 2012.
This paper explains the features of the newest version of
Shellcalc©, and how the program may be used
practically.

Original versions
John Harradine, an explosives inspector in Queensland,
Australia, developed an Excel© spreadsheet application
which he termed Shellcalc©, following the Bray Park2
and Carmel3 accidents. The program modelled the
trajectories of shells and comets and allows the
prediction, for the first time in a practical and easily
accessible manner, of where shells might fall if fired and
fail to burst (“blinds”), and where they are predicted to
burst (in the case of shells) or be extinguished (in the case
of comets) from normal functioning under a variety of
firing conditions. These include:
▪ Firing angle
▪ Relative wind direction
▪ Wind speed
▪ Ground terrain
▪ Air density
▪ Effective comet diameter and mass (as the comet
burns during its flight)
A screenshot from the original Shellcalc© program is
shown in Figure 1.
Although this was extremely useful and practical
information which was not readily available to the show
designer or practitioner at the time, the distance a shell
may travel is only one factor in determining an
appropriate distance for the shell to be fired from, for
instance, buildings or the audience. We do not, wherever
possible, refer to such distances as “safety” distances –
to do so implies that at such a distance there is no risk to
persons or structures. Instead we prefer to examine the
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Figure 1. Screenshot from version 2.0 of Shellcalc©.

Figure 2. Screenshot of Shellcalc© version 3 as originally published in the Journal of Pyrotechnics.
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distance at which the risk is at such a level as to be
regarded as acceptable.4

more detailed change log for Shellcalc© is given in
Table 1.

The first published version of Shellcalc© (version 3)
included several minor changes to the original program
including an indication of the normal shell burst diameter
based on standard data available from Shimizu and
others.5 The actual display of this important parameter
on the Excel graph, see Figure 2, may be distorted
because of the automatic axis scale calculations by Excel
and in the most current version (version 5.18) a fixed
scale graphing option has been incorporated and will be
discussed below. The screenshot is included for reference
only, as this was the first version of Shellcalc© to be
available for general use and is the version many readers
may be familiar with (although they are encouraged to
upgrade).

A screenshot of the newest version is given in Figure 3
above.

Shellcalc© version 5.18
The most recent version of Shellcalc© (Version 5.18)
incorporates many changes from the original versions
which have been requested or developed from use of the
program in a variety of display scenarios. The latest
version of the program is available from the JPyro
archive6 which also details some of the changes
introduced since the publication of the original paper. A

The most significant changes and their application are
discussed below. Screenshots are all from the latest
version of Shellcalc© and all parameters are included so
that the situations described can be reproduced. In most
cases omitting a parameter forces Shellcalc© to use its
“default” values, but supplying the parameter over-rides
the Shellcalc© defaults and the program recalculates
using the inputted values. It is intended that this feature
will be extended in future versions, particularly to mirror
the values obtained by test under the CEN Standard for
“professional” fireworks – EN 16261.

Conventions and interpretation
Figure 4 shows a 3-dimensional interpretation of the
launch and output parameters from Shellcalc©. In this
diagram:
▪ The green arrow represents the wind direction
and strength. The longer the green arrow, the
higher the wind speed. The wind angle is related

Table 1. Change log for Shellcalc©
Change

Introduced in
version

Comments (see below for discussion of major changes)

Original version developed by John
Harradine

1

Not published

Revised version developed by John
Harradine prior to publication

2

Not published

Shell burst shown

3.0

As published in Journal of Pyrotechnics in 2005. Shell bursts
are illustrative only

Allow shell tumbling and mortar
barrelling effects

3.1

Mortar barrelling and tumbling effects prevent the model
producing unrealistically short shell travel distances

Allows firing above ground level and
allows firing below horizontal

4.10

To permit, for instance, firing from structures

Incorporates greater range of shell sizes
and “standard burst diameters”

4.11

Uses further shell data including V0 from 4.12
literature
Restyled interface and removal of
macros. Shows basic “normal fallout”

5.11

Redesigned interface. Removal of macros allows use on a
variety of operating systems. Users can print or “screengrab”
using normal Excel menus

Added long burn effects (e.g. “Kamuro”) 5.12
to fallout plot
Added ability to manually set shell burst
height

5.16

Recalculates initial shell velocity to allow custom use of
Shellcalc©

Added fixed scale plots for use in
presentations and reports

5.17

To allow super-imposition of plots to model multiple firings,
or firing from multiple points

Revised parameters for large shells

5.18

Bug fixing
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Figure 3. Screenshot of latest Shellcalc© version.
to the x-axis, so in Figure 4 the relative wind
angle is approximately 75 degrees.
▪ The blue line represents the trajectory of a
“blind” shell.
▪ The red line represents the maximum trajectory
of the “normal” fallout. This line is also
projected onto the x–y plane to reproduce that
seen in the “Predicted Ground Track x/y plot” in
Shellcalc©.
▪ The orange line represents the maximum
trajectory of lightweight fallout. This line is also
projected onto the x–y plane to reproduce that
seen in the “Predicted Ground Track x/y plot” in
Shellcalc©.
It is important to realise that the arrows displayed in
Shellcalc© for normal and lightweight debris do not
imply that all of the debris takes the trajectory shown.
Figure 5 shows typical fallout patterns for normal and
lightweight debris. Debris may even fall upwind of the
firing point in low velocity winds.
It is also important to appreciate that the calculated values
shown in the Shellcalc© output table may appear to
contradict the graphical output if the wind is not directly
along the x-axis (i.e. 0 or 180 degrees). The figure given
is the distance from the origin to the calculated debris
distance as shown in the x–y plot and this is the distance
that should be used in making hazard and risk calculations.
Page 6

In some conditions, such as where the wind funnels
between buildings or along a valley or river, the debris
may travel further and in a somewhat different direction
to that calculated.
Shellcalc© should be used to predict the most likely
debris distances and to use local knowledge and
experience to tailor the results to the particular firing site.
In most cases, of course, it is impractical to use
Shellcalc© except as a modelling tool to determine a set
of constraints for the site (e.g. maximum shell calibre or
effect) under a variety of foreseeable conditions for a
particular site. In addition a general fallout table may be
derived from Shellcalc© calculations for the firers to refer
to on-site to make informed and objective decisions about
modifying the display as a result of what conditions
prevail at the display firing time.
Shell burst diameter
The display of shell burst diameter is useful to allow
visualisation of the functioning of a shell when fired
normally and also for the situation where a “blind shell”
bursts on impact with the ground as shown in Figure 4.
To ensure the model “bursts” the shell on the ground we
manually set the shell delay time to 99 seconds (which is
obviously too long – but achieves the same effect as
manually entering the exact time a shell would reach the
ground).
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Figure 4. 3-D representation of the Shellcalc© outputs.

Figure 5. Overlay of typical fallout patterns on Shellcalc© x/y plot.
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Figure 6. Ground burst shell simulation.

Figure 7. Typical tumbling/drift illustration for 150 mm shell.
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Figure 8. Effect of wind on long duration comet fired below horizontal and above ground level.

In this way an estimate of the distance of not only where
a shell may land if it fails to function in the air normally,
but where the stars may travel to if the shell bursts on the
ground may be examined.
Setting the shell delay to a smaller value allows modelling
of low burst shells.
The display of the burst of a shell may be distorted owing
to the automatic axis scales used by Excel©. Version
5.18 also allows non-automatic scaling of the axes and
the use of this for further modelling is described below.
Mortar barrelling and shell tumbling effects
An initial problem identified with the program was the
unrealistic modelling of a shell fired vertically upwards
in no wind (i.e. the assumption of no wind at all levels).
In the original program a shell fired under these
conditions would land (assuming it failed to burst)
directly down the mortar tube it was fired from.
There are a number of reasons why this is extremely
unlikely to occur in practice. These include:
▪ The effect of zero wind at all levels during the
flight of the shell
▪ Mortar “barrelling” effects – most shells are
somewhat slack in the mortar and therefore firing
exactly vertically is unlikely
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▪ Shell tumbling effects – shells are subject to the
Magnus effect7 and will move in the air in a
direction related to the direction in which it spins
It was considered impossible to quantify these various
effects precisely and in a way which had practical use,
and hence Shellcalc© allows a Parameter
“Tumbling/Mortar Drift” to factor in such effects in terms
of an equivalent initial firing angle greater than zero (or
entered value) by an amount automatically allocated by
the program as shown in Table 2. The user may
determine how extreme this effect is by experience and
by selecting an appropriate factor.
The program, as it is usually used to model “worst case”
fallout, simply add these values to the mortar firing angle.
We accept that this is an inelegant and rather inaccurate
solution, but there seems to be no point in modelling a
shell that tracks into wind when the most significant
distance of the major hazard will be from shell failure,
fallout and debris in the downwind direction.
Figure 7 shows the use of “Typical” drift on a 150 mm
shell fired vertically in no wind
Firing above ground level
The increasing use of fireworks fired from structures
necessitated the ability for Shellcalc© to model such
situations. In addition the firing of such effects (usually
comets) can be at a wide variety of angles, including
Page 9

Figure 9.“Normal” fallout from a shell.
below horizontal. It is important, when firing from such
structures, to model the potential for comet stars to be
blown back towards the structure itself. In most cases
the comet star will be extinguished before this undesirable
event occurs, even in high wind conditions, but it can be
useful to artificially increase the “Comet Burning Time”
parameter to model a situation of a long burning star.
Figure 8 shows all these effects combined with the comet
being fired directly into a strong wind (i.e. wind direction
of 180 degrees). Note that without manually changing
the comet duration to 6 seconds, Shellcalc© calculates
the comet burning time to be 3.3 seconds and the resulting
“blowback” is reduced.

▪ The effect of differing wind speed and direction
at different heights

Shellcalc© can also model shells or bombettes fired in a
similar manner.

We have based the calculation of “normal” debris on shell
case fragments of a size, mass and velocity which would
do damage to the eyes of a spectator8 should the debris
impact them directly. Figure 9 shows the indication of
“normal” fallout from a 150 mm shell.

The brown line in Figure 8 highlights the ground level
for such situations. Future versions of Shellcalc© will
make the display of this line optional.
Display of “normal fallout”
The modelling of “normal” debris from a shell is complex
and depends on many factors. Over the course of many
years we have amassed a large amount of data from real
displays and from published data from around the world.
The major issues in trying to quantify this for
incorporation into Shellcalc© were:
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▪ Local effects, such as funnelling of wind between
buildings or down valleys
▪ The variety of debris formed from the normal
functioning of a shell – including internal subcomponents and pieces of shell casing
▪ The effect of wind on these items according to
their size, density and shape
▪ The initial velocity of these items as the shell
bursts

The fallout of “normal” debris is shown as an arrow
indicating the furthest point at which such debris reaches
the ground. The trajectory of the debris is not modelled
accurately but is merely indicative and shows (and
calculates) a likely path dependent on the bursting of the
shell. In some cases it is possible for “normal” debris to
fall within the predicted range of a “blind” shell as shown
in Figure 10. This is not an error and primarily occurs
when the mortar is angled significantly and the wind
speed is low. It is important, and obvious, therefore that
Journal of Pyrotechnics, Issue 31, 2013

Figure 10. Angled shells and normal and blind debris effects.
both “normal” debris and “worst case” blind shell failures
are used in order to determine adequate separation
distances. The two effects pose different risks, of course,
and are of very different likelihoods (frequencies) – but
both are relevant and the relative importance may depend
on the venue and nature of the display.
Long burn effects
An obvious further extension to modelling “normal”
fallout is to try and estimate the debris pattern of long
burning effects such as glitter/strobe stars or
willow/Kamuro. In glitter/strobe effects the additional
deliberate burning duration means that the stars from a
shell may travel further downwind and may indeed reach
Table 2. Shell tumbling and drift effects

Parameter value

Effect on shell firing angle

None

0

Minor

2

Typical

4

Major

6

Extreme

8
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the ground while still alight. In many cases as the stars
are similar in density to “normal” debris, the distance
travelled will also be similar. Lightweight long burning
debris, such as that in willow or Kamuro stars, presents
a slightly different problem. Here the falling lit material
is of lower temperature and density than “normal” debris
and may travel further at the mercy of the prevailing wind.
We have modelled the debris of such long burning stars
from data from displays and available in the literature.
Figure 11 shows the same launch parameters as that in
Figure 9 and illustrates Shellcalc© modelling of long
burning debris.
Again it is important to appreciate that although the final
distance reached by such debris is certainly indicative, it
is very dependent on local effects and the trajectory of
the debris is an approximation. Such debris is usually
only considered to be a significant risk when the audience
or high hazard areas would be affected by it and in many
cases conditions will dictate that it is not appropriate to
use such effects. Only by a clear understanding of the
performance parameters of the fireworks being fired can
a company assess that such long duration debris will be
extinguished before it reaches the ground (which is often
the case by design) and that under the conditions of firing,
using appropriate mortars, that the risks are acceptable.
Manually setting shell burst height
The mortar exit velocities used in Shellcalc© are the
primary determinant of how high and far a shell will
Page 11

Figure 11. Long burning debris from shell bursts.
travel as described in the original Shellcalc© paper.
Shellcalc© has always permitted the exit velocity (V0)
to be alerted to allow more detailed modelling to be done.
However, in practice the determination of V0 is not easy
and instead companies may determine the shell burst
height for a specific type or manufacturer’s shell fired
from their own mortars. Work developing the European
Standard for Category 4 fireworks done, amongst others,
by BAM9 shows that the burst height of a “standard” shell
(i.e. one of standard weight and with standard lifting
charge) is dependent on both the mortar length and mortar
calibre as would be expected. In addition, of course, in
normal manufacturing there will be variations in lifting
charge, even amongst a batch of similar shells.
Manually setting the burst height for a shell fired
vertically upwards in zero or low wind test conditions
allows Shellcalc© to more accurately reflect the actual
trajectory of a particular shell. Figure 12 shows the same
calculations as Figure 9 but the burst height reduced from
a calculated 245 m to 180 m to emphasise the differences
obtained.
Future developments of Shellcalc© are planned to allow
a range of other parameters to be adjusted manually.
These changes will have particular significance to
modelling shells supplied under the European Standard10
where some of the parameters are required to be tested
and displays on the shell label for the “professional” user
to determine adequate “safety” distances for the particular
Page 12

effect. As a result of the work done in developing the
Standards it is obvious that there is some variety in shell
burst height, even from a single batch of product, and we
recommend that the maximum value obtained (and
possibly with an additional height to allow for a suitable
margin of error) be used in Shellcalc© calculations so
that the user does not under-estimate the trajectories of
blind shells and normal debris and as a result underestimate the distances to the audience or other hazards.

Fixed scale plots
As noted above, the original and current versions of
Shellcalc© display shell trajectories on a plot where the
axis scales are determined automatically by Excel. This
is necessary because of the very wide variety of effect
heights and trajectories that may be obtained from
modelling effects as diverse as 15 mm comets and
250 mm shells. We do not believe that in most cases the
distortion of the shell burst sphere, as in Figure 8 for
example, diminishes the usefulness of the program in
most cases. However there are occasions where having
both the x- and y-axes to have a common scale is
important and useful.
Shellcalc© 5.18 and subsequent versions have an
additional tab (“Scaled Plot”) to allow the display of such
information and adjustment of the axis parameters by the
user. Figure 13 shows such a plot.
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Figure 12. Manually changing the burst height.
The combination of several of these plots is useful,
particularly for modelling comets fired from structures
or for shells fired simultaneously from multiple mortars
and the effect of wind on such firings. Combination is
best achieved by screen-grabbing the Excel plot with a
tool such as the Microsoft “Snipping Tool”11 included in
Windows Vista and above and subsequent superposition
in, for instance PowerPoint© or another graphics
program. For instance for firing long burning comets
from a building with a 30 kph cross wind the effects of
“head” and “tail” winds on the trajectories of the comets
is obvious as shown in Figure 14.

Limitations of Shellcalc©
Shellcalc© does, of course, have a number of limitations
in its use and no user of the program should consider that
Shellcalc© gives an absolute indication of the trajectories
of comets or shells, or gives an absolute “safety” distance
for their use. However the program does provide
significantly more information that relates to the specific
fireworks chosen for a specific display and allows
modelling of the likely display safety parameters under
a variety of conditions. In this way it is a simple but much
more effective tool than just basing “safety” distances on
the calibre of the shell (as is done in effect, in the US12
amongst others) or on a combination of shell calibre and
apogee (as is the case in France13 and Germany14).
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In general we find it most efficient to use Shellcalc© to
model the “worst case” and “most likely” hazard
scenarios for a particular event and venue and to use the
information obtained, in conjunction with historical shell
failure information, to provide the event organiser with
various options for the display and then allow the show
designer to work within the agreed constraints. For
instance it is normal at many shows to accept that there
is a low (but tangible) level of risk to the audience or to
structures. Provided the risk is sufficiently low the
display can be designed to incorporate a wide variety of
firework effects fired at a sensible distances from the
identified hazards. In this case, because the number of
high calibre shells is low, or because the audience may
only be affected by a very low number of shells
containing long burning stars if such stars reach ground
level, it is acceptable to plan and fire the display with a
low (but non-zero) risk.
At very large, highly public events – such as the Olympic
opening and closing ceremonies – the event organiser has
to weigh the low risk of a “normal” display against the
possible adverse impact of such an incident occurring and
may decide, quite properly, that a display designed to
produce a much lower risk (or even near-zero risk)
display is what he or she requires the display company
to design.
In addition, of course, the display company should use
Shellcalc© to determine the products suitable for meeting
the creative and organisational constraints of the event
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In its simplest terms a quantification of risk may be made
by evaluating the simple risk equation
Risk (R) = Hazard (H) × Frequency (F)

(1)

Or more simply
R = HF

(2)

and more generally
Rtotal = H1F1 + H2 F2 + …

Figure 13. Scaled plots adjustable by the user.

organiser under a variety of conditions, and, critically, to
determine what material needs to be removed from the
display under a variety of other wind conditions. In this
way an objective contingency table may be agreed
between the display company and the show designer, the
event organiser and potentially the broadcast media so
that each is clear what show may be fired under specified
conditions, and when cancellation is required. The
process is more fully explained in the author’s recently
published book.15

Hazard and risk assessment for displays
In a previous paper16 the author has described the use of
Shellcalc© to model shell fallout and failures in order to
provide a semi-quantified assessment of risks from firing
shells at a display, and to attempt to set a “safety”
distance. Shellcalc© can be used by event organisers,
event consultants and practitioners of displays to assist
in determining appropriate fireworks for displays and for
curtailment or cancellation criteria.

(3)

Shellcalc© predominantly examines the potential hazards
arising from shells and comets by modelling where a
“blind” shell may land or where debris may fall. It gives
realistic maximum distances which can be used to assess
the hazards to persons or structures impacted by these
fireworks. It does not make any predictions about
frequency, and therefore risk. The user must factor in the
frequency of a variety of failures to determine an overall
risk which is acceptable to the event organisers, their
insurers, and the local regulations.
We urge display companies, in particular, to adapt the
basic Shellcalc© program to reflect their own firing
procedures and techniques both from an artistic and from
a practical point of view. For instance, a particular
company may have, as a result of previous incidents,
developed a range of mortars with set maximum firing
angles. Another company may use particularly long
mortars, or use a range of shells that has been
manufactured with lower than standard lifting charges.
The risks posed by shells and other fireworks at most
displays and venues are quantifiable and are generally
low – otherwise the display companies using them would
have gone out of business a long time ago. However it
is important to have a solid understanding of the
performance characteristics and possible failure modes
of the fireworks that are proposed to be fired, and to

Figure 14. Combination of two Shellcalc© plots for comets. Wind from right to left.
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develop objective criteria for display design, display
curtailment or even cancellation.

Determining appropriate shell size for
displays

Examples of the use of Shellcalc©

Figure 15 and 17 show the firing of 30 mm Roman
candles and 150 mm shells from the Plymouth
Mountbatten breakwater by Jubilee fireworks in 2006.
It is obvious from the photograph that there is a medium
strong wind (approximately 15–20 kph) from left to right
as viewed in the picture.

The following are illustrations of the use of Shellcalc©
in determining the effect of wind in planning the display
by superimposing Shellcalc© plots to replicate the
multiple firing angles used in the display.
Shellcalc© 5.18 allows screen grabs (using the Snipping
Tool in Windows) at a fixed scale (using the “Scaled Plot”
tab). We find the most efficient way to superimpose
Shellcalc© plots onto a common image is as follows:
▪ Set up Shellcalc© with the maximum shell or
candle calibre and with the wind of typical
strength and direction that represents the “worst
case” scenario (usually wind towards audience)
▪ Determine the widest x-axis by allowing the
trajectory to be calculated for firing the firework
“downwind” at the greatest firing angle
▪ Ensure that the axes on the “Scaled Plot” tab will
cover the full range of “blind” shells or fallout.
Right-click on the axis and set maximum and
minimum values. We find it useful to ensure that
the total y-axis range is the same as the total
x-axis range – for instance if the x-axis is −200
to +200 then set the y-axis to be 0 to +400
▪ “Snip” the “Scaled Plot” and paste the resulting
image into a graphics program. We use
Microsoft PowerPoint © but any similar program
will work
▪ Replot the same firework changing only the
firing angle each time (in 10 or 20 degree
increments is usually sufficient)
▪ “Snip” the relevant part of the trajectory and
paste into PowerPoint. Do not scale the images
so that they may be correctly superimposed on
each other.
▪ Align the new pasted image by zooming in and
using “Alt” + mouse to prevent the pasted image
“snapping” to fixed points in the original image
▪ Use the Picture Format Tools to either crop the
pasted image, or to remove its background so that
only the trajectory is displayed
▪ Repeat as required
▪ Copy/paste the final image into a report as
required (as has been done here).
It is not necessary to model every possible trajectory, we
usually model the extremes and a point in between (for
instance for a Roman candle battery comprising 5 candles
equally spaced we will only model 3).
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Figures 16 and 18 show Shellcalc© simulations to
reproduce the effects seen. Note in particular the
displacement downwind of the Roman candle trajectories
and a reduction in height on the downwind side. The
effect for the shell simulation is similar – the vertical shell
busts downwind of the centre line, and the downwind
shell bursts further away from the mid-point and at a
lower altitude than the shell fired upwind.
These results are, of course, what would be expected by
an experienced display designer with experience of firing
Roman candles and shells in a variety of conditions, but
we believe Shellcalc© allows the effects to be quantified
and displayed pictorially for the less experienced designer
and as a way of allowing users to plan their display safely
by knowing the likely effect of wind on “blind shells” or
fallout under a variety of conditions.

Firing Roman candles from structures
Figure 19 shows the firing of single shot 30 mm Roman
candles from the London Eye as part of the New Year
celebrations. The Roman candles are fixed in firing pods
to the structure of the wheel and are fired both radially
away from the centre of the structure to produce the
greatest effect, and away from the structure to minimise
the possibility of debris blowing back on the structure
itself. In this image there is a light (5 kph) wind from left
to right.
Figure 20 shows the simulation corresponding to Figure
19 and the effect of wind on the comet trajectories can
be clearly seen.
These examples effectively validate the Shellcalc©
models in accurately predicting the effect of wind on
Roman candles and shell trajectories.

Planning a display
The use of Shellcalc© is, of course, most useful in
planning a display and allowing contingency tables to be
created to inform the display firers which fireworks
should be removed from the display under a variety of
conditions.
The display site used for the Plymouth Firework
competition is shown in Figure 21. The site comprises a
>250 m long concrete breakwater which is used to fire
three displays on two consecutive nights.
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Figure 15. Shells and candles at Plymouth with strong left to right wind (Photo – Jubilee Fireworks).

Figure 16. Superimposed simulations of 150 mm shells corresponding to Figure 15.
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Figure 17. Shells and Roman candles at Plymouth with strong left to right wind (Photo – Jubilee Fireworks).

Figure 18. Superimposed simulations of 30 mm Roman candles corresponding to Figure 17.
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Figure 19. London Eye at New Year – wind slightly left to right (Photo – Jack Morton).

Figure 20. Superimposed simulations of Roman candles corresponding to Figure 19.
Page 18
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In 2012 plans were approved by the local Council to
redevelop an old building at the eastern end of the
breakwater and this necessitated a re-examination of the
constraints placed on competitors for subsequent years’
displays.
Shellcalc© was used to model the different hazards from
shells and large calibre Roman candles fired at various
angles under a variety of wind conditions. In Plymouth
the prevailing wind is from the south-west (i.e. taking
fallout to the north-east of the firing sites).
The distances from each firing site to the new
development and the crowd line are shown in Table 3 and
the calculated distances from each firework under a
maximum wind speed of 21 kph (Beaufort Force 4)
which we use as a “standard” maximum for planning
displays are shown in Table 4.
The table headings in Table 4 are explained in Table 5.
Several things are apparent from these calculations.
▪ Firstly, although the distances would be
considered adequate for the displays by most
display companies in most countries using their
existing criteria (for instanced based on shell
calibre alone), it is obvious that “blind” shells
and debris could reach both the new development
and the crowd line if the wind were up to 21 kph
and blowing debris towards them. Hence persons
at these distances are not “safe”.

Table 3. Distances from displays to hazards at Plymouth
From

To

Distance (m)

Display A

Development

231

Crowd Line

320

Development

170

Crowd Line

261

Development

130

Crowd Line

222

Display B

Display C

▪ Secondly, the maximum distance travelled
downwind is not necessarily from the largest
calibre fireworks if the firing angle is restricted.
▪ Thirdly, that the maximum permitted firing
angles and maximum calibre shells permitted
should be reduced in order to minimise the
hazard from large calibre fireworks reaching the
crowd. The range of permitted fireworks may
also be restricted by the event organiser and
display adjudicator if the wind is greater than
21 kph or is blowing from an unusual direction.
▪ Lastly, that under the standard “worst case”
conditions (i.e. with the wind blowing directly
towards the audience and development) that it is
likely that some debris will reach both positions.
The frequency of shell failure leading to shell burst at or
near the ground is very low and calculated to be
approximately 1 in 10 000 shells fired. It is only the
highest calibre shells that would create such a hazard at

Figure 21. General layout of the firing site for the British Firework Championship competition held annually in Plymouth,
UK
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Table 4. Calculated distances for a Force 4 wind (20–24 kph)
Calibre

Burst height
(m)

Normal fallout
distance (m)

≤65 mm

Max. angle
from vertical
(degrees)
40

121

207

Shell distance (m) Max. star
Long burn
distance (m)
fallout distance
(m)
262
212
243

75 mm

35

139

226

293

234

271

100 mm

30

188

276

368

289

339

125 mm

20

219

278

395

279

341

150 mm

10

245

254

393

226

301

175 mm

0

267

207

360

124

211

200 mm

0

299

226

395

134

234

250 mm

0

331

224

388

141

266

300 mm

0

368

249

433

151

301

Note that maximum values in each column are shown in red.

Table 5. The distances described in Table 4 columns
Heading

Comments

Burst height

The burst height of the shell – for information

Normal fallout

The distance that shell fragments and unburnt stars may fall

Long burn fallout

The distance lightweight debris and long burning stars (e.g. “Kamuro” or “strobe”) may fall – the
distance is greater than the “normal” fallout distance because the debris has lower terminal
velocities and burns for longer

Shell distance

The distance a shell could reach if the bursting charge failed. This may be shorter or longer than
the “normal” debris depending on firing angle and windspeed. The frequency of such an event is
very low (ca. 1 in 10 000)

Max. star distance

The distance stars could reach if a shell hit the ground and exploded on impact. The frequency of
such an event is extremely low (ca. 1 in 100 000)

the distances as shown, and hence the risk from a large
calibre “blind shell” falling to the ground is extremely
low. This is a typical High Hazard/Low Frequency event
and the type of event that must always be considered in
the planning of a display (but frequently it is ignored).

It is proposed to make significant changes to future
versions of Shellcalc© to allow

Normal and “light” debris falling to the ground is, on the
other hand, is a Low Hazard/High Frequency event
(indeed there is always debris so the frequency is in effect
1) insomuch that no fatality is likely from such debris,
but there is a hazard to persons from ignition of
flammable material (such as a lightweight nylon coat) or
direct impact on the skin or eye. Lit debris could also
ignite waste or other flammable material leading to the
spread of fire to a structure.

▪ Further work on manual input of a wider variety
of parameters such as shell burst height and
diameter and in particular to accommodate the
parameters specified for mandatory testing and
labelling as specified in the European Standard
for Category 4 fireworks of various types

In addition risks to other persons (such as firers) must be
considered and both the scenarios outlined above must
be considered and used to calculate the overall risk (as
outlined in equation 3).
In future years, owing to the development on the site, the
range of firing angles and maximum calibres of fireworks
will be reduced.
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Future developments

▪ Modelling of a wider variety of effects including
mines and aqua shells

▪ Potentially modelling shell calibre and length
effects to allow deviation from “standard” data
▪ Further modelling of “normal” and long duration
debris
▪ Further development of data entry and output
screens
▪ Make display of features such as ground level
optional (as it is with fallout)
Journal of Pyrotechnics, Issue 31, 2013

Conclusions

9

Shellcalc© has proved a useful tool in the assessment of
risks from firework displays and has found application
as a standard method in a wide variety of countries. The
program has been significantly developed and enhanced
in recent years and provides an easy to use and
graphically attractive way of modelling shell and comet
trajectories and potential fallout under a wide range of
wind conditions and firing variations.

Obtaining Shellcalc©
The most recent version of Shellcalc© is available for
download at http://archive.jpyro.com
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